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Summary for publication
Arctic amplification metrics: The surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies, trends and variability have
been used to quantify the Arctic amplification (AA). The use of different metrics, as well as the choice of
dataset can affect conclusions about the magnitude and temporal variability of AA. We reviewed the
established metrics of AA to see how well they agree upon the temporal signature of AA and assess the
consistency in these metrics across commonly‐used datasets which cover both the early and late 20th
century warming in the Arctic. We find the NOAA 20th Century Reanalysis most closely matches the
observations when using metrics based upon the trends, variability and the amplification of SAT
anomalies in the Arctic, and the ERA 20th Century Reanalysis is closest to the observations in the SAT
anomalies and variability of SAT anomalies. The largest differences between the century‐long reanalysis
products and observations are during the early warming period. In the modern warming period, the high
density of observations strongly constrains all the reanalysis products, whether they include satellite
observations or only surface observations. Thus, all the reanalysis and observation products produce
very similar magnitudes and temporal variability in the degree of AA during the recent warming period
(Davy et al., 2018).
Sea ice free Arctic contributes to the projected warming minimum in North Atlantic: Projected global
warming is not spatially uniform and one of the minima in warming occurs in the North Atlantic (NA).
Several models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 even projected a slight NA
cooling in 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005. Here we show that, by coupled model simulations, an
autumn (September to November) sea‐ice free Arctic contributes to the NA warming minimum by
weakening the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Suo et al., 2017).
Design and finalize the set‐up for the atmosphere‐only model coordinated experiments: Four multi‐
model atmospheric coordinated experiments have been designed and finalized in order to reveal the
climate impacts in the Northern Hemisphere of the warming Arctic. The atmospheric experiments will
use daily SST and sea‐ice concentration from 1979 to 2014 from the CMIP6 HighResMIP protocol. The
first experiment uses daily varying SST and sea ice concentration. A second experiment will use varying
SST while keeping climatological sea ice concentration. The difference between the two simulations will
allow investigating the impacts of the warming Arctic. This protocol is built from HighResMIP and will
allow investigating the influence of using high horizontal resolution. Two supplementary experiments
will use daily varying SST and sea ice after removal of the multidecadal Pacific or Atlantic variability.
These two experiments have never been performed before and will also allow distinguishing the specific
impacts of the oceanic multi‐decadal variability.
Completed the coordinated experiments by the nine of ten atmosphere‐only models: All the four
coordinated experiments have been completed and model outputs were made available to all Blue‐
Action partners.
Warm Pacific can intensify the Arctic warming: Multi‐model simulations from Blue‐Action showed that
the transition from warm Pacific to cold Pacific (Pacific Decadal Oscillation from positive phase to
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negative phase) during 1979‐2013 damped the Arctic warming. The Arctic warming likely will be
intensified in the forthcoming decades given the PDO switched to positive phase since 2014.

Work carried out
Arctic amplification metrics
The surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies, trends and variability have been used to quantify the
Arctic amplification (AA). The use of different metrics, as well as the choice of dataset to use can affect
conclusions about the magnitude and temporal variability of AA. Here we review the established metrics
of AA to see how well they agree upon the temporal signature of AA, such as the multi‐decadal
variability, and assess the consistency in these metrics across different commonly‐used datasets which
cover both the early and late 20th century warming in the Arctic. We find the NOAA 20th Century
Reanalysis most closely matches the observations when using metrics based upon SAT trends (A2),
variability (A3) and regression (A4) of the SAT anomalies, and the ERA 20th Century Reanalysis is closest
to the observations in the SAT anomalies (A1) and variability of SAT anomalies (A3). However, there are
large seasonal differences in the consistency between datasets. Moreover, the largest differences
between the century‐long reanalysis products and observations are during the early warming period.,
likely due to the sparseness of the observations in the Arctic at that time. In the modern warming
period, the high density of observations strongly constrains all the reanalysis products, whether they
include satellite observations or only surface observations. Thus, all the reanalysis and observation
products produce very similar magnitudes and temporal variability in the degree of AA during the recent
warming period (Davy et al., 2018).
Sea ice free Arctic contributes to the projected warming minimum in North Atlantic
Projected warming is inhomogeneous over the globe. The North Atlantic Ocean is one of the regions
with minimum projected warming according to climate model projections. Several models from the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) even projected a slight cooling in 2081‐2100
relative to 1986‐2005 for the North Atlantic Ocean. By series of numerical model simulations using both
the Bergen Climate Model (BCM) and the atmospheric component of BCM, it is found that the sea‐ice
free Arctic contributes to the projected warming minimum in the North Atlantic.
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Figure 1 Simulated annual mean changes in surface air temperature with BCM. a) between the future
projection (Proj) during the Arctic sea ice free period and the present‐day climate (Ctrl), b) in response to
the sea‐ice free Arctic with BCM, c) in response to the sea‐ice free Arctic with atmospheric component of
BCM. The dots in a, b and c) show where the responses simulated with BCM / ARPEGE pass the 95%
significance test.
Suo et al. (2017) describe the mechanism causing the slow‐down of the projected warming of the North
Atlantic by the fact that the autumn sea‐ice free conditions in the Arctic triggers a weaker Icelandic low
during autumn. This is further associated with the weakened wind stress over the subpolar gyre
reducing the intensity of the deep convection over the subpolar north Atlantic and accordingly
contributing to a weakening of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC). The weakened
AMOC leads to a decrease in northward heat transport and a cooling of the ocean surface in the mid‐
latitude of the North Atlantic. The role of air‐sea interaction in the response to changes in the Arctic sea
ice extent (see figure 1), which so far has not been widely discussed in the literature, has been
highlighted by the results presented in this paper.
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Re‐design and finalize the set‐up for the atmosphere‐only model coordinated experiments
The following Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM) coordinated experiments were finalized:
Exp1: Daily sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea surface temperature (SST) from 1979 to 2014; Exp2: daily
SIC climatology in Arctic or Northern Hemisphere (mean of 1979 to 2014) and daily‐varying SST from
1979 to 2014; Exp3: daily‐varying SIC from 1979 to present and time‐varied daily SST (1979 to 2014) with
Interdecadal Pacific Variation (IPV) signal removed in Pacific (25oS‐60oN) (25oS‐Bering Strait) (Transition
zone: 35oS to 25oS in Pacific sector); Exp4: daily‐varying SIC from 1979 to present and time‐varied daily
SST (1979 to present) with Atlantic Multi‐Decadal Variation (AMV) signal removed in North Atlantic (0‐
60oN) (tropical‐Greenland‐Iceland‐Scotland Ridge)(Transition zone: 10oS‐0 in Atlantic sector). The
experiments were designed to address the impact of the Arctic sea ice change (Exp1 minus Exp2), the
impact or modulation of IPV (Exp1 minus Exp3) and the impact or modulation of AMV (Exp1 minus
Exp4). The external forcing will be the CMIP6 forcing and the boundary SIC and SST are HadISST 2.2.0.0.
(Titchner and Rayner, 2014). The IPV and AMV follows the estimation distributed through DCPP‐CMIP6
(Boer et al., 2016). The SST and SIC will be adjusted following Hurrel et al. (2008) to ensure consistency
between the two surface fields.
CNRS also compared the AMV and IPV amplitude from the DCPP CMIP6 panels to alternative
estimations. The AMV and IPV are estimated using statistical techniques that evaluate the amplitude of
external forcing (greenhouse gases and aerosols) impacts onto the SST. The AMV and IPV are estimated
using the residual SST once the external forcing is removed. DCPP CMIP6 used signal to noise empirical
orthogonal function using models and observations (updated from Ting et al., 2009). CNRS has
compared those estimations to those obtained using alternate techniques that on rely on observations
(Frankignoul et al., 2017). Among those techniques, removing the global mean SST uniformly is
commonly used (Trenberth and Shea, 2006). It was found that a linear inverse modelling (LIM) optimal
filter provide the best estimation of the influence of external forcing. The IPV and AMV amplitudes are
compared in figure 2. The IPV was calculated using Henley et al. (2015), while the AMV is the SST
average over 0°N‐60°N 70°W‐5°W. The IPV amplitude seems robust among the different statistical
techniques. The AMV time series show more difference among members, with the AMV produced by
the LIM optimal filter having lower AMV values from 1979 onward. However, the time variability of the
AMV and IPV is consistent among all estimations.
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Figure 2 Main mod
de of SST deecadal varia
ability (Top‐lleft) Interdecadal Pacificc variability (IPV) and
(Bottom‐‐left) Atlantiic multidecad
dal variabilitty (AMV) pa
atterns, in K for one stan
ndard deviattion of the
normalizzed indices. ((Top‐right) IP
PV tripole, d
defined as in Henley et a
al. (2015) and (Bottom‐riight) AMV,
defined as
a the mean Atlantic SST in 0°N‐60°N,, in the (blackk) DCPP, (red
d) the HadISSST data analyysed with a
linear inverse modellling optimal filter and (g
green) the Ha
adISST data with a remo
oval of the gllobal mean
SST.
The rem
moval of PDO
O/AMO signaal in the Had
dISST2.0.0 daata was done using the yearly indicees and the
patternss, linearly in
nterpolated o
onto the daaily and horrizontal high
h‐resolution grid. CNRS made the
boundarry forcing forr Exp3 and Exxp4 available for the ninee modelling ggroups.
We havee assessed the quality o
of the atmosspheric experiment forcing fields. Th
he HighResM
MIP surface
boundarry conditionss were first evaluated agaainst other observation
o
eestimates. Th
he sea ice exttent that is
used in the
t Blue‐Action experiments is comp
parable to otther observational estimaates in terms of trends
and inteerannual variiability, even
n if we notee a mean staate biased to
oward a largger sea‐ice eextent. The
coordinaated experim
ments also use estimation
ns of the natu
ural Atlantic and Pacific m
multidecadall variability
that relyy on estimates of the iimpacts of aanthropogen
nic and external forcing. We found that such
estimatees are robusst for the Paacific Ocean,, but sensitivve to the method
m
used in the Atlan
ntic Ocean
(Frankign
noul et al., 20
017).
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Completed the coordinated experiments by the nine of ten atmosphere‐only models
The coordinated experiments have been completed by nine (NERSC, CNRS‐LOCEAN, DMI, CMCC, IAP‐
NZC, UoS, MPIM, NLeSC, WHOI‐NCAR) of the ten modelling groups, including Chinese (IAP‐NZC) and US
(WHOI‐NCAR) partners. Every modelling group made their simulation outputs available to all WP3
partners. Several joint analysis groups have been established with the identified leading scientist.
Results based on Blue‐Action multi‐model simulations
1) Sea‐ice influence in the coordinated experiments (Leading partner: CNRS)
1.1 Long‐term trends in surface warming and large‐scale atmosphere circulation
The sea‐ice influence was evaluated with the winter (December‐January‐February: DJF) trend eight of
the nine coordinated simulations, for which the data were available when analysis started. The sea‐ice
influence was calculated with the difference of the Exp1 and Exp2 ensemble mean simulations (see
figure 3). We also computed the sea‐ice influence in the multi‐model ensemble average, to remove the
influence of internal variability. we calculate the mean of the 145 members available from these
simulations (figure 3, bottom right). The statistical significance was established using student t‐test for
individual models, while the trend of the multi‐model mean was calculated assessing where at least 7
models (out of 8) show a trend of the same sign, which corresponds to a p‐value of 10.9% with a
binomial law (n=8, p=0.5).
Most simulations show negative sea level pressure (SLP) DJF anomalies above the region of sea‐ice
retreat, such as above the Barents, Labrador and Okhotsk Seas. These negative SLP anomalies are
consistent with the hydrostatic response to low‐level warming. We also distinguish a large scale SLP
pattern in the Eastern Atlantic and western Europe, with positive SLP anomalies above Iceland and the
Nordic seas and negative anomalies over western Europe, so that it resembles the negative phase of the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The amplitude of the simulated trend is of the order of 1 K and 0.5 hPa
per decade over the sea‐ice edge, and 0.1 K and 0.1 hPa within the midlatitude. Such a pattern is,
therefore, lower than observed changes where the internal variability might dominate (Ogawa et al.,
2018). However, the overall pattern of the multi‐model mean share some similarity with the observed
changes, as both show a tendency toward negative NAO‐like anomalies. We did not find any significant
cooling over Siberia, unlike observations that show a tendency toward a warm Arctic Cold continent
pattern. However, the negative NAO‐like pattern induces warming in the eastern Mediterranean region
and cooling over south‐western Europe. An insignificant cooling is also observed in North America.
There is, therefore, a discrepancy of our results with Ogawa et al. (2018) regarding the negative NAO‐
like pattern. Indeed, Ogawa et al. (2018) found in similar coordinated experiments a weaker SLP pattern
with no SLP anomalies over western Europe. We speculate here that the differences might come from
the different boundary conditions used for SST and SIC, as there are substantial observational
uncertainties remain. The differences might also come from the experimental protocol, as the influence
of external forcing was not removed in the simulations of Ogawa et al. (2018), when compared to the
results presented here.
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2014 of Exp
p1 minus Exp
p2 in Blue‐A
Action WP3
Figure 3 Surface airr temperaturre (T2m) trend in 1979‐2
‐1
models, in K decade‐‐1 (color) and
d associated SLP trend, in
n hPa decadee (contour, CI
C 0.2 hPa deecade‐1 for
al models an
nd 0.1 hPa d
decade‐1 for the MMM).. MMM indiccate the mu
ulti‐model treend, and is
individua
shown w
with a colorr bar differeent from that of individ
dual modelss. Colors aree masked iff statistical
significan
nce is abovee 5% for the student t‐teest of the enssemble mean
ns. Colors in the multi‐m
model trend
map indiicate where at
a least 7 mo
odels show anomalies of tthe same sig
gn.
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1.2 Interannual variability
The interannual sea ice influence was further investigated using a maximum covariance analysis (MCA)
between Arctic sea ice concentration and SLP, after removal of a quadratic trend for both fields. The
MCA provides the main mode of covariability between two fields (Frankignoul et al., 2011), and the level
of statistical significance was established using 100 random resamplings of the SLP field, with repetition.
Additionally, two statistics can provide estimations of the covariability, the correlation between the time
series (R) and the square root of the normalized squared covariance (NSC, eigenvalue of the covariance
matrix divided by the variance of both fields). We used the monthly SIC boundary conditions of Exp1 as a
left field, and the DJF SLP difference of Exp1 minus Exp2 multi‐model mean of the eight models (see
figure 3 for the models used) as a right field. This multi‐model mean was calculated with the mean of
the 145 members.
The MCA results did not indicate any significant mode of covariability when the SIC lead the atmosphere
by one, two or three months, or when the SIC is simultaneous. The first MCA mode when the SIC leads
the atmosphere (see figure 4) is a dipole of SIC anomalies with an opposite sign over the Labrador Sea
and the Greenland/Barents sea, inducing positive (negative) SLP anomalies over positive (negative SIC
anomalies). The SIC anomalies might reflect the influence of the NAO onto the sea ice found in
observations (Frankignoul et al., 2014), and the response obtained seems mainly due to the localized
lower‐tropospheric warming (cooling) where the sea ice melted (expanded). The second MCA mode
corresponding to the February (L=0, not shown) or January (L=1) show a similar localized SLP response
to sea ice changes, but for negative SIC anomalies over the Arctic except for the Greenland Sea when
positive SIC anomalies occurred. However, for the December (L=2) sea ice and DJF atmosphere, the MCA
shows that decreasing sea ice in the Greenland and Barents Seas, together with increasing sea ice in the
Labrador Sea is followed by an intensification of the Siberian High and Aleutian Low. When considering
the November SIC (L=3) similar patterns are found. Therefore, the coordinated simulations reproduce
somehow the covariability found previously in observations between the AO and the sea ice in the
Barents‐Kara region (King et al., 2014; Kug et al., 2014), however the sea‐ice pattern forcing the AO is
more complex. Interestingly, we note a correlation of R=0.70 between the atmospheric and SIC time
series for SLP in DJF and sea ice in November. Nevertheless, the amplitude of the pattern is about
0.1hPa, and it therefore 10 times weaker than observations.
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ncentration ((in %) used as
a boundary condition an
nd DJF SLP ((in hPa) of A
ALL ‐ NoSIC
Figure 4 Sea ice con
nce map, for the (left) firrst and (rightt) second MC
CA mode of the multi‐mo
odel mean. TThe sea ice
covarian
concentrration is in January (L==1, top), Deecember (L==2, center) or Novembeer (L=3, botttom). The
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homogen
neous (heteerogeneous) map is sho
own for SIC
C (SLP). Thee square ro
oot normalizzed square
covarian
nce (NSC), corrrelation (R) and square ccovariance frraction (SCF) are indicateed on top of eeach panel,
togetherr with the p‐vvalue associa
ated with NSC
C and R, in %
%.

2) Links between the surface staate and the ccontinental ssnow cover
T snow co
The
over was fou
und to influence climate during fall in
n observatio
on and couplled climate
models ((Gastineau et al., 2017). In both casess, the sea icee is associateed with the continental sn
now cover,
so that itt is difficult tto distinguish
h the snow aand sea‐ice influences. Th
he continenttal snow cover also has
importan
nt impacts in
n spring (Zhaang et al., 20
004; Peings eet al., 2011).. These two seasons also
o show the
largest d
decreasing trend in the reecent period (Mudryk et al., 2017). Th
herefore, wee used the atmosphere‐
only experiments to evaluate thee role of snow
w cover and tto evaluate tthe links betw
ween snow cover
c
in fall
ber) and spring (April) an
nd Arctic seaa ice. We firsst evaluate tthe mean snow cover sim
mulated by
(Novemb
models and
a compareed it to ERAInterim‐I. Figgure 5 shows the climato
ological variaations of thee land area
covered by snow. Th
he climatologgical snow co
over is realistic in most m
models. Neveertheless, wee note that
6 underestim
mates the sno
ow cover in Eurasia and North Ameriica. IPSL‐CM6A underestimates the
ECHAM6
snow covver over Norrth America, while IAP4 o
overestimates it.

over (left) Eu
urasia and (riight) North A
America, in 10
1 6 km2, in
Figure 5 Climatological snow‐covvered area o
ulations. Thicck black: ERA‐Interim; bla
ack: IPSLCM6
6A; red : ECHA
AM6; green : EC‐Earth;
the Blue‐Action simu
orESM2; purp
ple : CMCC2; dash grey : C
CESM2; dash
h green : IAP4
4; dash red H
HadGEM3.
blue : No
uences of (1)) the SST, extternal forcingg and Southeern Hemisphere sea ice
To deterrmine the resspective influ
(referred
d to as SST/EExt in the following), and (2) Arctic seea ice, we peerformed a two‐way analysis of the
variance (ANOVA) baased on the snow cover field. We ussed the eightt models illusstrated previously. The
nce of snow ccover when ccomparing eaach year of EExp2, while
effect off SST/Ext is quantified by the differen
the effeect of Arctic SIC is giveen by the difference beetween Exp1
1 and Exp2. The influen
nce of the
interaction between the SIC and SST/Ext effeects can also
o be quantified. The resu
ults (see figure 5) show
n the snow ccover field.
that mosst of the varriance is explained by SSST/Ext, with a significant influence on
The influ
uence of thee SST/Ext is larger in spring than in faall in northeeastern Europ
pe and North America,
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with inflluence over the edge off snow‐coverred land. A large SST/Exxt influence is also found over the
Tibetan plateau in both fall and spring. The SIC or the in
nteraction teerms do not find a robust influence
dicated in figgure 6). We also analyse the modeels separatelyy, which revveals some
(see thee p‐value ind
localized
d SIC influence, but it is not robust aamong modeels. The larggest influencee is localized
d in North‐
Eastern Europe, over Finland, no
orthwestern Russia and western Can
nada. The SIC influence is larger in
m the warmin
ng trends, an
nd the larger polar ampliffication durin
ng this season.
fall, as exxpected from

ntinental sno
ow cover (in %2) associateed to the (lefft) SST/Ext, ((center) SIC
Figure 6 Mean squarre of the con
ht) interactio
on term in th
he two‐way ANOVA, forr (top) Novem
mber and (bottom) Aprill. The thick
and (righ
black lin
ne indicates when
w
the p‐value of thee ANOVA test is below 10% for at least 4 modells. The thin
black linee indicates when
w
this p‐value is below
w 10% for at lleast one mo
odel.
TThe main mo
ode of snow
w cover variability associaated to the SSST/Ext, SIC and internall variability
was furtther characteerized in thee eight modeels using em
mpirical ortho
ogonal functtion (EOF) off the snow
cover fieeld in (1) thee ensemble m
mean Exp2 ffor SST/Ext, (2) the difference of thee ensemble m
mean Exp1
minus Exxp2 for SIC aand (3) the reesidue after removal of tthe ensemblle mean for the internal variability.
The first EOF (figure 7) of all mod
dels is similarr (not shown
n) and has larrge loading south
s
of Scan
ndinavia, in
uences for SSST/EXT, SIC o
or internal vaariability. In fall for all faactors or in
northweestern Russiaa for the influ
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spring fo
or SIC, we also find snow
w cover anom
malies of thee same sign over North America. In spring the
SST/Ext factor
f
is also
o associated w
with anomalies of the op
pposite sign o
over North America. In fall the SIC is
associateed with a deccrease of sno
ow cover oveer eastern Ru
ussia.

Figure 7 First EOF off the contineental snow cover
c
(in %) associated w
with (left) SSST/Ext, (centeer) SIC and
(right) in
nternal variab
bility in (top)) November a
and (bottom)) April. The patterns show
wn are the mean EOF of
the eightt models, callculated to prrovide positivve snow coveer anomaliess over eastern
n Europe.
LLagged regreession using the principal componentt associated with the EOFF shown in fiigure 7 can
be used to explain the generattion of the ssnow cover anomalies aassociated to
o each climaate factors
t role of th
he snow coveer and its linkks with the
(SST/Ext,, SIC and inteernal variability), and to investigate the
SIC or th
he SST/Ext. The regression analysis waas performed
d in a prelim
minary analysis using six o
of the eight
models used,
u
after excluding
e
IPSSLCM6A and CESM2 for ttechnical reaasons. We fo
ound that thee fall snow
cover an
nomalies aree associated with almostt little air teemperature (T2m for 2m
m temperatu
ure) or SLP
anomaliees for SST/EExt and SIC. Most of thee snow coveer impact m
might therefo
ore by inducced by the
advectio
on by the meean flow of cold SST over North Atlantic or North Pacific (ffigure 8, upp
per‐left) or
increased SIC over the Barentss/Kara seas (figure 8, up
pper center). We note the occurreence of an
one over thee Aleutians co
onsistent witth reduced ssea ice over the
t Chukchi Sea, which ccan explain
anticyclo
the asso
ociated cold anomaly and increased snow cover over North America. In
n contrast, th
he internal
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variabilitty (figure 8, upper right) show the in
nfluence of tthe Ural antiicyclone and Scandinaviaan blocking
onto thee snow coverr, as previoussly found in G
Gastineau ett al. (2017). In
n spring, thee snow cover anomalies
are main
nly related tto the influence of the atmosphere with a lagg of one mo
onth. The snow cover
anomaliees explained by El Niño SSouthern Osscillation and
d the associaated teleconn
nection for the SST/Ext
factor (figure 8, botttom‐left). Th
he SIC factor illustrates th
he influence of a warm O
Okhotsk sea. The main
internal mode of vvariability accting on thee snow coveer is the Sccandinavian pattern, witth a large
one over Norrthern Europe inducing a large coolingg over Eurasiia in both fall and spring.
anticyclo

Figure 8 Lagged reg
gression of the T2m (co
olors, in K) and SLP (co
ontour, CI=0
0.5 hPa) ontto the PC1
associateed with the (Left)
(
SST/Exxt (center) SIC
C and (right)) internal facctors, for (firsst line) the a
atmosphere
in Novem
mber associa
ated with thee PC1 of Novvember snow
w cover, (seco
ond line) thee atmospheree in March
leading the PC1 of April snow cover and (tthird line) th
he atmospheere in Janua
ary lagging tthe PC1 of
n are the m
multi‐model m
mean of thee regressionss obtained
November snow covver. The pattterns shown
models (ECHA
AM6, EC‐Earth, NorESM2, CMCC2, IAP
P4, and HadG
GEM3).
separateely with six m
nual variabiliity of the Arctic sea ice
e‐driven atmospheric circulation: Me
echanism an
nd Impacts
Interann
(Leadingg partner: WHOI)
To understand how the sea ice d
drives interannual atmosspheric circulation variab
bility in winteertime and
nd Exp2 are analyzed.
a
Wee remove thee quadratic trrends from
what aree the associated impacts,, the Exp1 an
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all the vaariables to co
oncentrate on
o the interan
nnual variabiility. The lead
ding modes o
of sea ice‐driiven winter
SLP variaability from sseven models commonlyy show an an
nnular shapee with one siign over the Arctic and
the oppo
osite sign in the midlatittude, explain
ning 30‐44% of the totall sea‐ice drivven variance (figure 9).
The sea ice concentration pattern that drivees the EOF1 SLP anomalies with high
h pressure ccenter over
n Eurasia exh
hibits enhancced sea ice in the Nordicc and Barentss Seas (figuree 10a). Consistent with
Northern
the sea ice
i and SLP p
patterns, thee near surfacce air temperrature exhibiits broad reggions of cold anomalies
from No
ordic/Barentss Seas to Siberia (figuree 10b). This relationship
p for the intterannual vaariability is
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o‐called warm
m Arctic – co
old Eurasia p
pattern suggeested by som
me studies fo
or the long‐
term treends. Preliminary results for the mecchanism resp
ponsible for this relation
nship suggestt there are
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ms between early and late winter. The associaated precipittation anomalies show
overall drying
d
in the colder air teemperature region, asso
ociated with reduced stormtrack and
d enhanced
blocking activities (figgure 10c‐e).

9: The leadin
ng EOF mod
de of the sea
a ice‐driven winter (DJF)) SLP variability from ea
ach model.
Figure 9
Quadrattic trends arre removed at each location priorr to the EOF calculation
n to only in
nclude the
interann
nual to deca
adal variabillity. The perrcentage off total varia
ance of sea ice‐driven w
winter SLP
variabilitty explained by the first EEOF mode is iindicated in tthe parentheeses.

Figure 10: Regressions on the leading princip
pal componeent time seriies of the sea
a ice‐driven winter SLP
variabilitty for (a) sea
a‐ice concenttration, (b) neear‐surface a
air temperatu
ure, (c)precip
pitation (inclluding both
rain and
d snow), (d) 8
850 hPa storm
m track (defiined as the sstandard devviation of 2‐6
6 day band‐pa
ass filtered
meridion
nal wind), an
nd (e) the num
mber of blockking days (deefined using daily 500 hP
Pa geopotenttial height).
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The regression of sea ice‐driven winter SLP variability is also plotted in each panel with the contours.
Only the WACCM6‐SC 30 member ensembles are used for this plot.
Change of sea ice, PDO and AMO contribute to the Arctic warming (Leading partner: NERSC)
Figure 11 shows the Arctic temperature trend from 1979 to 2013 in a) ERAInterim and b) multimodel
simulations from Blue‐Action WP3 Exp1. The simulations partly reproduced the Arctic warming in mid‐
lower troposphere with the strongest warming in near surface during autumn. Warming aloft is also
partly reproduced except the warming above 300hPa in Jan‐Feb.

a)

b)

Figure 11 The Arctic temperature trend from 1979 to 2013 in a) ERAInterim and b) multimodel
simulation. The models employed include EC‐EARTH3 with 20 ensembles, IAP4 with 15 ensembles, IPSL‐
CM with 30 ensembles, and NorESM2 with 20 ensembles.
Figure 12 shows the Arctic sea ice, PDO, and AMO impact on the Arctic warming trend from
1979 to 2013. The Arctic sea ice loss contributed most of the near‐surface warming during the autumn,
and also partly contributed to the warming up to 400hPa in February. However, the contribution to the
warming above 850hPa is insignificant except February. The contribution of AMO to the Arctic warming
trend is weak and is not statistically significant. The contribution of PDO damped the Arctic warming
trend during 1979‐2013 significantly in spring, autumn and early winter from the near‐surface to the
upper troposphere. The reduction of warming reaches 0.3/0.2 °C per decade in the upper/lower
troposphere. Further analysis will be performed to find out the underlying mechanisms. Since the PDO is
in transition from the positive phase to the negative phase during 1979‐2013, this implies that the
positive phase of PDO can intensify the Arctic warming, consistent with Svendsen et al. (2018) and
opposite to Screen et al. (2016). The PDO switched to the positive phase since 2014, our results also
suggest that the Arctic warming will be intensified in the forthcoming decades if other forcings are
unchanged.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 12 Multimodel mean of the differences in the Arctic temperature trend from 1979 to 2013
between the historical simulation (Exp1) and a) Arctic sea ice climatological simulation (Exp2), b) NOPDO
simulation (Exp3), and c) NOAMO simulation (Exp4). The models used include EC‐EARTH3 with 20
ensembles, IAP4 with 15 ensembles, IPSL‐CM with 30 ensembles, and NorESM2 with 20 ensembles. The
blue dots mark the differences pass the 95% statistical significance test.

Meridional Energy Transport from Midlatitudes to the Arctic (Leading partner: NLeSC)
We calculated atmospheric meridional energy transport (AMET) using the coordinated experiments by 9
atmosphere only models. The AMET is taken as the residual between net surface turbulent and radiation
fluxes and net radiation fluxes at the top of the atmosphere. All the members from 4 experiments by
each atmosphere‐only model simulations are included.
We compared AMET in Exp1 and Exp2 to investigate the influence of sea ice variations on heat
transport. In addition, AMET estimated from Exp3 and Exp4, in which the PDO and AMO were removed,
will be compared with those from Exp1 to illustrate the impact of PDO and AMO on energy transport.
Moreover, the changes of surface turbulent fluxes due to the presence of fixed sea ice, removal of PDO
and AMO compared to varying sea ice are investigated with respect to their spatial structure in the
Arctic.
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Figure 13
3 Mean atmospheric merridional enerrgy transportt over the entire time spa
an at differen
nt latitudes
from coo
ordinated exp
xperiments. O
Only the enseemble meanss are shown in this figurre. Results fro
om control
runs (Exp
p1, dashed lline), simulattions with fixxed sea ice vvariation (Exxp2, solid linee), simulations without
PDO (Exp
p3, dotted lin
ne) and AMO
O (Exp4, dash
h‐dot line) aree included. Th
The unit is Petta Watt.
n in figure 13
3. Only the
The meaan AMET as a function off latitude from coordinateed experimeents are given
ensemblle means aree included in
n this figure.. The maxim
mum AMET iss located aro
ound 41‐deggree North.
The maxximum of en
nsemble meaan AMET in all the expeeriments by each model is given in TTable 1. In
general, mean AMETT as a functio
on of latitudee in the Nortthern Hemisphere, includ
ding the peak values of
periments, but not amon
ng all the mod
dels. Most off the modelss show that
AMET, are similar in different exp
8 – 5.0 PW. EC‐Earth mo
odel with high resolution (by NLeSC
C) and IAP‐
the peakk AMET rangges from 4.8
AGCM model
m
provide a slightly llow maximum
m AMET, wh
hich is aboutt 4.5 PW. Wh
hile AMET peeaks at 5.3
PW in IP
PSL‐CM modeel (see figuree 13 and Tab
ble 1). In gen
neral, the mo
odels agree w
well on the climatology
c
of AMETT.
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Table 1 The maximum of mean atmospheric meridional energy transport over the entire time span at
different latitudes from coordinated experiments. Only the ensemble means are shown in this table.
Maximum of mean AMET (PW)
Coordinated experiments
Exp1

Exp2

Exp3

Exp4

EC Earth (NLeSC)

4.584

4.588

4.593

4.587

EC Earth (DMI)

4.848

4.850

4.857

4.853

NorESM (NERSC)

4.821

4.818

4.818

4.818

WACCM6 (WHOI)

4.852

4.854

4.863

4.856

HadGEM (UoS)

4.913

4.916

4.900

4.904

IAP‐AGCM (IAP‐NZC)

4.522

4.523

4.522

4.528

IPSL‐CM (CNRS)

5.385

5.386

5.266

5.274

MPIESM (MPI)

5.081

5.089

5.076

5.078

Though the climatology of AMET is not sensitive to the variations of sea ice, PDO and AMO, the
anomalies of AMET vary with them. The ensemble mean low frequency signals of AMET at 60 degree
North are given in figure 14. A low pass filter with a running mean of 5 years is applied to all the time
series. Figure 14b highlights that the AMET in Exp2 is smaller than the AMET in Exp1 before 2004 but
becomes larger after 2004. This is consistent with the set‐up of Exp2, which takes the climatology of sea
ice from 1979 to 2013/2014/2015. The standard deviations of the zonal integral of AMET anomalies at
60‐degree North are listed in Table 2. Except for EC Earth (NLeSC) and IPSL‐CM models, the standard
deviations of AMET anomalies at 60‐degree North are similar for all four experiments in each model.
However, the mean absolute differences of AMET anomalies at 60‐degree North between Exp1 and
Exp2‐4 indicate that sea ice, PDO and AMO all have large impact on the energy transport at subpolar
latitudes (figure 16). These mean absolute differences are of the same magnitude as the standard
deviations of AMET anomalies. Again, the results provided by EC‐Earth (NLeSC) and IPSL‐CM in Exp3 and
Exp4 are different from the results given by other models. This might be related to their spatial
resolution.
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Table 2 The standard deviation (std) of the zonal integral of AMET anomalies at 60‐degree North from
coordinated experiments. Only the ensemble means are included in the calculations.
Standard Deviation of AMET anomalies at 60deg N (PW)
Coordinated experiments
Exp1

Exp2

Exp3

Exp4

EC Earth (NLeSC)

0.060

0.058

0.125

0.131

EC Earth (DMI)

0.061

0.057

0.058

0.058

NorESM (NERSC)

0.079

0.077

0.078

0.082

WACCM6 (WHOI)

0.068

0.057

0.061

0.062

HadGEM (UoS)

0.071

0.074

0.082

0.085

IAP‐AGCM (IAP‐NZC)

0.054

0.052

0.055

0.056

IPSL‐CM (CNRS)

0.043

0.044

0.373

0.369

MPIESM (MPI)

0.067

0.072

0.067

0.081
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Figure 14
4 Low frequeency time seeries of the zo
onal integral of AMET an
nomalies at 60 degrees N
North from
coordina
ated experim
ments. Only th
he ensemble means are shown
s
in thiss figure. Results from Exp
p1 (dashed
line), Exp
p2 (solid linee), Exp3 (do
otted line) an
nd Exp4 (dash‐dot line) are included
d in (a). A comparison
c
between
n results from
m Exp1 and EExp2 is given
n in (b). A run
nning mean of 5 years iss taken as th
he low pass
filter. The unit is Peta
a Watt.
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Moreover, the trend of AMET at each latitude in each experiment is given in figure 15. Strong negative
trends of AMET between 50 degrees North and 60 degrees North are observed in almost all the
experiments by each model (figure 15b). Generally, the trend of AMET in Exp2 is weaker than that in
other experiments. This indicates that sea ice melting can potentially increase the northward heat
transport in the atmosphere. The influence of PDO and AMO is relatively small on the trend of AMET
compared to Exp1. Besides, large negative trends in the South Hemisphere around 40‐degree South can
be found in figure 15a.
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Figure 15
5 Trend of attmospheric m
meridional heeat transportt over the en
ntire time spa
an at differen
nt latitudes
from coo
ordinated exp
xperiments. R
Results from Exp1 (dasheed line), Exp2
2 (solid line), Exp3 (dotted line) and
Exp4 (da
ash‐dot line) are included
d. The trend of AMET as a function off latitude accross the entiire globe is
shown in
n (a) and thee trend of AMET in the Northern
N
Heemisphere is highlighted in (b). The unit
u is Peta
Watt / decade.
d
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To further evaluate the impact of sea ice and large‐scale climate patterns on the local heat budget in the
Arctic, we study the variation of turbulent fluxes at the surface in the Arctic. The trend of surface
turbulent fluxes in the Arctic in each experiment is shown in figure 16. The results are based on the
ensemble mean surface sensible and latent heat fluxes by each model. In Exp1, strong negative trends of
surface turbulent fluxes are observed on the Greenland Sea, the Barents Sea, the Kara Sea and the
Baffin Bay. There are also places with positive trends across the Greenland Sea and the Barents Sea.
However, with Exp2, the trends of turbulent fluxes become much smaller in these regions. Such changes
with less active turbulent fluxes in the Arctic are expected since the air‐sea interaction is hindered by
the presence of fixed sea ice. This also indicates the important role of the Arctic sea ice in terms of the
heat budget and supports the fact that the northward energy transport will be impacted by sea ice (e.g.
figure 14b). Besides, PDO and AMO have insignificant impact on the trend of surface turbulent fluxes in
the Arctic, which is consistent with the results obtained in figure 15.
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Figure 1
16 Trend of net surface fluxes over the entire time span in
n the polar cap from co
oordinated
experimeents. The ressults are baseed on ensemb
ble means. R
Results from Exp1
E
(dashed
d line), Exp2 (solid line),
Exp3 (do
otted line) an
nd Exp4 (dash
h‐dot line) arre included. TThe unit is Wa
att per squarre meter per decade.
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To summarize:
 The influences of the Arctic sea ice variation, the PDO and AMO on the climatology of AME in the
Northern Hemisphere are small in most of the models.
 The Arctic sea ice has a strong impact on AMET anomalies at subpolar regions and the energy
budget in the Arctic, in terms of both the trend of AMET anomalies and the turbulent fluxes.
 The PDO and AMO, have a strong impact on the variability of AMET anomalies, but relatively small
impact on the trend of AMET anomalies and surface turbulent fluxes at high latitudes.
Atmosphere circulation response to the Arctic sea ice decline in a regional climate model (Leading
partner: Russian partner IAP)
Ensemble simulations with COSMO‐CLM regional atmospheric model for the domain restricted by
Northern Eurasia and major part of the Arctic Ocean were performed to test the sensitivity of the
atmospheric circulation to the strong winter sea ice reduction in the Barents and Kara Seas in the last
three decades. Simulations were performed for high and low sea ice concentrations in the Barents and
Kara Seas and, for both cases, under conditions of strong and weak zonal circulations prescribed at the
lateral domain boundaries. The simulation setup aimed to test the possibility of the Warm Arctic – Cold
Siberia (WACS) response to the winter sea ice reduction on a continental scale without involving
troposphere‐stratosphere interaction and planetary‐scale wave disturbances, and to assess the
dependence of the response on the background zonal circulation conditions imposed at the lateral
boundaries of the simulation domain.
The analysis of the ensemble mean climate response to SIC reduction revealed that the most significant
changes occurred in February. Figure 17 shows simulated surface air temperature (SAT) and sea level
pressure (SLP) response to the imposed sea ice reduction under conditions of strong and weak zonal
flow. For both zonal flow conditions, the local SAT response is characterized by an expectedly strong
warming in the area of sea ice retreat exceeding 5°C (Figure 17a,c). The remote large‐scale temperature
changes have noticeable differences. In case of the strong zonal flow, SAT response consists of
moderate but statistically significant continental‐scale warming from about 10E to 100E, excluding the
eastern Siberia and southern Siberia, where some weak cooling is simulated with small spots of
statistically significant changes. More enhanced SAT increase (up to 2°C) is found in the region south of
the Barents and Kara Seas’ coast. In case of the weak zonal flow, the warming over Northern Eurasia
(NE) is more confined to statistically significant warming in the northern continental areas from about
20E to 60E. Importantly, there is a statistically significant cooling over large areas in the southern Siberia
with additional stripe of negative SAT anomalies in the north‐east Siberia (figure 17d). This pattern bears
quite some resemblance with the observed SAT anomalies in NE in the beginning of the 21st century
(Figure 17e).
SAT response differences are related to low‐troposphere‐circulation response illustrated in terms of SLP
changes. Under the strong zonal flow conditions, SIC reduction results in practically domain‐wide SLP
decrease with strongest changes over the forcing region in the north‐eastern Barents and western Kara
Seas and fading out signal strength with increasing distance. Such a response to lower boundary heating
related to sea ice reduction was found in several modeling studies (e.g., Alexander et al., 2004; Deser et
al., 2004; Peings and Magnusdottier 2014) and is consistent with theoretical models of the linear
baroclinic response to extratropical thermal forcing (e.g., Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Kushnir et al. 2002).
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In conditions of the weakened westerlies, the SLP response is drastically different. Large‐scale positive
SLP anomaly reaching 2 hPa is now simulated to the south of the Kara Sea. This positive SLP response
explains the SAT cooling by anomalous northerly cold air advection. The SLP changes are statistically
significant only in restricted areas in the southern Siberia, which is related to strong inter‐ensemble
variability (to be discussed later) and relatively small ensemble size. SLP changes over the Barents and
Kara Seas in case of the weak zonal flow are statistically insignificant and consist of relatively weak
(generally not more than 1 hPa) negative anomaly around Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land (directly
over negative SIC area) with adjacent positive anomaly centered over Nord Cap (figure 1d). The positive
SLP anomaly in Central Siberia is accompanied by a negative anomaly in the Eastern Europe from the
Baltic Sea to the Black Sea with statistically significant changes over the Black Sea region, forming a
west‐east pressure dipole. Such a response is much weaker but in a qualitative agreement with the
observed SLP anomaly in the beginning of the 21st century with a strong SLP increase in the Central
Siberia accompanied by decreased pressure to the west (figure 17f).
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a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 17 Simulated ensemble mean February SAT (a,b, in °C) and SLP (b,d, in hPa) response to sea ice
reduction under weak (a,c) and strong (c,d) zonal wind conditions. Green lines encompass statistically
significant changes at 90% confidence level. Thick black lines denote simulation domain borders. Also
shown are SAT (e) and SLP (f) changes from ERA‐Interim reanalysis averaged for the period 2005‐2018
relative to 1981‐2010 mean.
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The magnitude of the WACS response is underestimated in comparison to the corresponding observed
changes. Such underestimation is a systematic feature of global AGCMs that may stem, in particular,
from the lack of ocean‐ice‐atmosphere coupling and can be treated by dedicated statistical methods to
extract SIC‐related signal (Mori et al., 2019).
Two different types of response, local baroclinic and large‐scale equivalent barotropic, or shallow ridge
and downstream mid‐troposphere trough (that were revealed by the vertical response structure, not
shown), are consistent with previously described regional and large‐scale responses to SIC reduction in
global AGCMs (e.g., Alexander et al., 2004; Deser et al., 2004; Peings and Magnusdottier 2014). Our
results show that the atmosphere circulation and temperature WACS response to SIC reduction, may by
nature be similar to the response to mid‐latitude warm SST anomaly (Peng et al., 1997), and crucially
depends on the background circulation.

Main results achieved
Arctic amplification metrics
The surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies, trends and variability have been used to quantify the
Arctic amplification (AA). The use of different metrics, as well as the choice of dataset to use can affect
conclusions about the magnitude and temporal variability of AA. Here we review the established
metrics of AA to see how well they agree upon the temporal signature of AA, such as the multi‐decadal
variability, and assess the consistency in these metrics across different commonly‐used datasets which
cover both the early and late 20th century warming in the Arctic. We find the NOAA 20th Century
Reanalysis most closely matches the observations when using metrics based upon SAT trends (A2),
variability (A3) and regression (A4) of the SAT anomalies, and the ERA 20th Century Reanalysis is closest
to the observations in the SAT anomalies (A1) and variability of SAT anomalies (A3). However, there are
large seasonal differences in the consistency between datasets. Moreover, the largest differences
between the century‐long reanalysis products and observations are during the early warming period.,
likely due to the sparseness of the observations in the Arctic at that time. In the modern warming
period, the high density of observations strongly constrains all the reanalysis products, whether they
include satellite observations or only surface observations. Thus, all the reanalysis and observation
products produce very similar magnitudes and temporal variability in the degree of AA during the recent
warming period (Davy et al., 2018).
Sea ice free Arctic contributes to the projected warming minimum in North Atlantic
Projected global warming is not spatially uniform and one of the minima in warming occurs in the North
Atlantic (NA). Several models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 even projected
a slight NA cooling in 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005. Here we show that, by coupled model
simulations, an autumn (September to November) sea‐ice free Arctic contributes to the NA warming
minimum by weakening the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Suo et al., 2017).
The atmosphere‐only model coordinated experiments were re‐designed and finalized.
The coordinated experiments were completed by the nine of ten atmosphere‐only models
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Joint analysis on the coordinated experiments by the nine of ten atmosphere‐only models is ongoing.
The WP3 team has been very active in disseminating their progress and results and have a record of
more than 15 dissemination activities listed for this period. The list of activities ranges from invited talks
to major events (EC workshop ‘’Arctic Workshop of the Transatlantic Ocean research alliance’’,
GREENICE project meeting, AMAP Meeting on contributions to the IPCC. PAMIP workshop in UK), and
the organisation of a joint workshop with the project INTAROS.
Publications: 4 publications acknowledging the project have been accepted and published in open
access. The full list of publications is available at the end of this deliverable.

Progress beyond the state of the art
The numbers of simulations and participation models that are produced within WP3 is unprecedented, it
will not only allow a better estimation of the impacts of the warming Arctic, but will also reveal the role
of the Atlantic and Pacific decadal variability. We believe this is the first time to have 9 atmosphere‐only
models to investigate the Arctic warming with coordinated experiments. The designed and completed
experiments to separate the impacts of Pacific and Atlantic multi‐decadal variabilities have not been
performed before.
An original mechanism has been proposed to relate the warming Arctic to the cooling North Atlantic
expected in global warming conditions. The Atlantic cooling can be partly explained by an atmospheric‐
oceanic bridge.
Warm Pacific can intensify the Arctic warming: Multi‐model simulations from Blue‐Action showed that
the transition from warm Pacific to cold Pacific (Pacific Decadal Oscillation from positive phase to
negative phase) during 1979‐2013 damped the Arctic warming. The Arctic warming likely will be
intensified in the forthcoming decades given the PDO switched to positive phase since 2014.

Impact
The work presented in this document contributes to the following expected impact of Blue‐Action.
“Improve capacity to predict the weather and climate of the Northern Hemisphere, and make it
possible to better forecast of extreme weather phenomena”: Improved representation of process
specific to the Arctic will be emphasized in deliverable D3.5. The present deliverable contributes to the
improved representation of Arctic‐lower latitude linkages by atmospheric bridge (coordinated
experiments by 9 atmosphere‐only models) and by atmosphere‐ocean coupled pathway (individual
coupled model simulation).
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Lessons learned and Links built
Synergies with other projects: WP3 is in close communication with Blue‐Action WP4 “Enhancing the
capacity of seasonal‐to‐decadal predictions in the Arctic and over the Northern Hemisphere”. WP3 is
also in close contact with the JPI Climate/ERA4CS funded project InterDec http://www.jpi‐
climate.eu/2015projects/interdec, led by Daniela Matei/MPI‐M (also lead of Blue‐Action WP4). In this
project, coordinated experiments will be performed to investigate the impact of the tropical sea surface
temperature variation on the Arctic warming.
Synergies with H2020 project INTAROS: WP3 Blue‐Action and INTAROS workshop organised a Joint
INTAROS/Blue‐Action workshop at Nansen‐Zhu Center on 18 April 2018 on “Arctic monitoring,
modeling and Arctic teleconnection and prediction”. Organisers of the workshop were Stein Sandven
(INTAROS) and Yongqi Gao (INTAROS & WP3 Blue‐Action). Chinese partners in INTAROS contribute with
their in‐situ data, Chinese satellite data and sea ice prediction. The Chinese partner in Blue‐Action,
Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, contributes with the coordinated
experiments in WP3 and focuses more on the impact of Arctic warming on the climate and extreme
weather in particular over the East Asia. The Chinese partners in INTAROS are the Polar Research
Institute of China in Shanghai, National Marine Environment Forecasting Center, Institute of Remote
Sensing and Digital Earth, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Complementary funding for the non‐EU Partners: The Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences is an official partner in the Blue‐Action project and consortium, but does not
receive EU funding through the project. An application of the Institute to the Ministry of Science and
Technology in China (MOST) was funded, thus Nansen‐Zhu is a fully fledged partner in Blue‐Action but
funded by Chinese funds.
Russian partner was not able to perform the coordinated experiments due to infrastructure problem.
Instead, the Russian partner contribute the study of Arctic warming impact by using regional model.

Contribution to the top level objectives of Blue‐Action
This deliverable contributes to the achievement of all the objectives and specific goals indicated in the
Description of the Action, part B, Section 1.1: http://blue‐action.eu/index.php?id=4019
Objective 1 Improving long range forecast skill for hazardous weather and climate events
The completed atmospheric coordinated model experiments will allow investigating the hazardous
weather and climate events with improved sampling. The simulations were by the surface boundary
conditions used by the High Resolution CMIP6 panel. Such high resolution will provide an improved
estimation of impacts of the variability modes.
Objective 2 Enhancing the predictive capacity beyond seasons in the Arctic and the Northern
Hemisphere
The climate linkage through atmospheric bridge between the Arctic warming and the lower‐latitudes are
investigated with coordinated numerical experiments by multi‐models (ongoing).
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The identified responsible mechanisms to climate linkage have the potential to enhance predictive
capacity beyond seasons in the Arctic and the Northern Hemisphere. As an example, Suo et al. (2017),
by single model experiments, showed that the melting of autumn Arctic sea ice can slow‐down the
winter warming over the North Atlantic.
Objective 3 Quantifying the impact of recent rapid changes in the Arctic on Northern Hemisphere
climate and weather extremes
The completed atmospheric multi model experiments of Blue‐Action will allow investigating the impacts
of the observed sea ice decline as well as the influence of the main mode of natural climate variability. A
main focus will be on the impacts of the Atlantic and Pacific Multidecadal Variability. Such impacts are
small compared to the internal atmospheric variability occurring in the Northern hemisphere. Most of
the partners produced large ensemble of experiments with 20 members, which will provide an
unprecedented and improved signal to noise ratio. This is a requisite in order to establish robust impact
of the rapid Arctic change on the weather and climate and quantify the impact onto the hazardous
weather events.
Objective 4 Improving the description of key processes controlling the impact of the polar
amplification of global warming in prediction systems
The analysis on the completed atmospheric multi model experiments of Blue‐Action will identify the key
processes controlling the impact of the polar amplification of global warming and potentially contribute
to the improved description of the key processes.
Objective 5 Optimizing observational systems for predictions
The full ensemble of atmospheric coordinated experiments will be analysed to investigate the
mechanism of the recent climatic extremes and their links with the Arctic Ocean and sea ice conditions.
The ongoing analysis on the multi‐model coordinated experiments will help to pinpoint the region of
the Arctic which have the largest impacts on cold air outbreaks or heat waves.
Roles of the Atlantic and Pacific in modulation of the Arctic warming and its impact will be investigated
by the coordinated experiments by multi‐models. The results have the potential to better design the
observational systems for predictions over the Arctic, for this reason, a joint INTAROS‐Blue‐Action
workshop was organised to this respect on 18 April 2018 on 'Arctic monitoring, modeling and Arctic
teleconnection and prediction' at Nansen‐Zhu Center, Beijing (CHN).
Objective 6 Reducing and evaluating the uncertainty in prediction systems
The impact of Arctic warming (by change in Arctic sea ice in Blue‐Action) with the coordinated
experiments by multi‐models can be used to evaluate the uncertainty in prediction system.
Objective 8 Transferring knowledge to a wide range of interested key stakeholders, including the
scientific community, via intensive dissemination activities, organisation of joint workshops with other
projects, and scientific publications.
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Dissemination and exploitation of Blue‐Action results
Dissemination activities
Type of
dissemination
activity

Name of the scientist
(institution), title of the
presentation, event

Place and
date of the
event (keep
the
formatting!)

Estimated
budget

Type of
Audience

Estimate
d
number
of
persons
reached

Link to
Zenodo
upload

Participation to a
conference

Guillaume Gastineau (CNRS):
Climate influence of autumnal
Eurasian snow cover and its
links with sea ice cover

Berlin (DE),
18‐20
January
2017

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

70

https://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.128855
4

Participation to
workshop

Yongqi Gao (NERSC): Arctic
amplification and its potential
linkage with Eurasian climate,
at the International
Workshop on Cryospheric
Change and Sustainable
Development

Lanzhou,
(CHN), 1‐2
August 2017

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

200

http://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.128768
4

Participation to a
seminar

Claude Frankignoul (CNRS)
presentation “The wintertime
atmospheric response to the
Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation, and
its link to the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation” at
the Seminar in Woods Hole
Oceanic Institute.

Woods Hole
(USA) 5 Sept
2017

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

40

https://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.118705
8
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Other (Poster)

Rohit Ghosh (MPIM), The
atmospheric pathway
between AMV and European
summer climate in an
atmospheric model , at the
Summer school “ at the
Globally Observed
Teleconnections in a
Hierarchy of Atmospheric
Models (GOTHAM)” at PIK
Potsdam

Potsdam
(DE) 18‐22
September
2017

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

30

https://zenod
o.org/record/
1296196#.XY
0pGpMzbfY

Participation to a
conference

Guillaume Gastineau (CNRS),
at the GREENICE final meeting
: Snow Cover and Sea‐Ice
Impacts and their Links in
coordinated experiments

Reykjavik
(IS), 17‐18
October
2017

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

20

https://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.128852
0

Participation to a
workshop

Guillaume Gastineau, at the
Second Workshop on AMAP
contributions to the IPCC
(remotely) : Blue Action
Project Overview

Helsinki (FI),
6 March
2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

50

https://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.128856
0

Other (Poster)

Lingling Suo (NERSC): Sea‐ice
free Arctic contributes to the
projected warming minimum
in the North Atlantic (Poster),
at EGU

Vienna (AT),
8‐13 April
2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

>500

https://zenod
o.org/record/
1287765#.Wx
‐78kxuLu4

Organization of a
workshop for
INTAROS and
Blue‐Action

Yongqi Gao (NERSC):
Introduction of Blue‐Action

Beijing,
(CHN), 18
April 2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

30

https://www.
zenodo.org/c
ommunities/
blue‐
actionh2020

Other (Poster)

Jennifer Mecking (UoS/NOC):
Impacts of Changing Sea Ice
Cover on Northern
Hemisphere Atmospheric
Conditions, at EGU 2018

Vienna (AT)
8‐13 April
2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

>500

https://zenod
o.org/record/
1283379#.Wx
qQ0Kkh1Bx

Other (Poster)

Amélie Simon (CNRS) at
“Arctic System Change
Workshop”: How to constrain
the Arctic sea ice in a coupled
model?

Boulder
(USA) 9 – 12
April 2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved.

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

70

https://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.128788
0

Participation to a
conference

Yongqi Gao (NERSC) at
International Workshop on
Cryospheric Changes and
their Regional and Global
Impacts: Arctic Amplification
and Eurasian Climate: Revisit.
(invited talk)

Dunhuang
(CHN), 31
July ‐August
1 2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

150

https://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.345125
0
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Participation to a
conference

Yongqi Gao (NERSC) at the
8th TPE workshop: Regional
climate change: from pole to
pole: Arctic warming and
Eurasian climate: a short
review. (invited talk)

Gothenburg
(SE) 24‐26
September
2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

70

Participation to a
conference

Yongqi Gao (NERSC) at The
Second International Science
Forum of Scientific
Organizations on the Belt and
Road Initiative: Impact of
Arctic warming: uncertainties,
implications and prospects.
(invited talk)

Beijing
(CHN), 4‐5
November
2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

80

Liang, Y.‐C., Y.‐O. Kwon, C.
Frankignoul, G. Danabasoglu,
and S. Yeager: Atmospheric
responses to Arctic sea ice loss
in a high‐top atmospheric
general circulation model. AGU
Fall Meeting

Washington
D.C. (USA),
10‐14
December
2018

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Yongqi Gao at Arctic Circle
China Forum: Arctic Warming
Impacts: Uncertainties,
Implications and Prospects

Shanghai
(CHN), 10‐
11 May
2019

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Participation to a
conference

Participation to a
conference

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

10.5281/zeno
do.3451274

https://doi.or
g/10.5281/ze
nodo.323828
6

50

30

http://doi.org/
10.5281/zenod
o.3455799

10.5281/zeno
do.3237502

Participation to a
conference

Boulder
Liang, Y.‐C., Y.‐O. Kwon, C.
(USA), 19‐23
Frankignoul, G. Danabasoglu,
May 2019
and S. Yeager: Atmospheric
responses to Arctic sea ice loss
in a high‐top atmospheric
general circulation model. AMS
15th Conference on Polar
Meteorology and
Oceanography

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

50

http://doi.org/
10.5281/zenod
o.3455804

Participation to a
workshop

Boulder
Liang, Y.‐C., Y.‐O. Kwon, C.
(USA), 17‐19
Frankignoul, G. Danabasoglu,
June 2019
and S. Yeager: Atmospheric
responses to Arctic sea ice loss
in a high‐top atmospheric
general circulation model. 2019
CESM Workshop

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

50

http://doi.org/
10.5281/zenod
o.3387707

Participation to a
workshop

South Devon
Liang, Y.‐C., Y.‐O. Kwon, C.
(UK), 25‐27
Frankignoul, G. Danabasoglu,
June 2019
and S. Yeager: Atmospheric
responses to Arctic sea ice loss
in high‐top Whole Atmospheric
Community Climate Model
version 6 (WACCM6). PAMIP
Workshop

See the
form C of
the
partner
involved

Scientific
Community
(higher
education,
Research)

50

http://doi.org/
10.5281/zenod
o.3387703
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Peer reviewed articles
Title

Authors

Publication

DOI

How much Status?
did you pay
for the
publication?

Open
Access
granted

Commen
ts on
embargo
time
imposed
by the
publisher

Sea‐ice free Arctic Suo L.L., Gao
contributes to the Y.Q., Guo D.,
projected
Bethke I.
warming
minimum in North
Atlantic

Environmental
Research
Letters

doi:
See the form Published on Yes
10.1007/s003 C of the
16 December
76‐017‐7029‐y partners.
2017

6 months

Arctic
amplification
metrics

Davy, R.,
Chen, L.L.,
Hanna, E.

International
Journal of
Climatology

Doi:
See the form Published 13
10.1002/joc.5 C of the
July 2018
675
partners.

Yes

6 months

Estimation of the
SST Response to
Anthropogenic
and External
Forcing and Its
Impact on the
Atlantic
Multidecadal
Oscillation and
the Pacific
Decadal
Oscillation

Frankignoul F, Journal of
Gastineau G Climate
and Kwon Y‐O

doi.org/10.11 See the form Published
75/JCLI‐D‐17‐ C of the
0009.1
partners.

Yes

6 months

The influence of
autumnal Eurasian
snow cover on
climate and its link
with Arctic sea ice
cover

Gastineau G, Journal of
Garcia‐
Climate
Serrano J and
Frankignoul C.

doi.org/10.11 See the form Published
75/JCLI‐D‐16‐ C of the
0623.1
partners.

Yes

6 months

Uptake by the targeted audiences
As indicated in the Description of the Action, the audience for this deliverable is the general public (PU)
is and is made available to the world via CORDIS.
This is how we are going to ensure the uptake of the deliverables by the targeted audiences:




Scientific dissemination of results to conferences and workshops.
Regular exchange with scientists working in other projects and initiatives (PAMIP, INTAROS…).
Publication of results on scientific journals.
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